FD TOUR SAGUNTO & CAVES SAN JOSÉ
Sagunto relates, through its noble stones, the history of the majestic and decisive cultures in the
history of the Iberian Peninsula. A walk through the cultural and historical part of the town, filled
with vestiges from past centuries, provides a trip through time, witnessing the importance of
the historical and archaeological patrimony of the city. These circumstances have resulted in
Sagunto having a wide range of cultural centres where the most distinguished archaeological
treasures from the term are brought together. Its cultural character together with the agreeable
Mediterranean climate and its thirteen kilometres of littoral, with beaches distinguished with
the European blue flag, make the municipality a highly attractive tourist location. After visiting
the roman theatre and the castle, we will lunch at one of the restaurants in the maritime
promenade.
Afterwards, we will visit the most famous subterranean navigable river in the Region of Valencia,
indeed in the whole of Spain, is to be found placidly flowing within the “Saint Joseph Caves”
(close to Castellon). You can enjoy an unusual boat ride where an accompanying crew member
will point out some of the most ancient or most unusual stalactites. Lunch in a restaurant near
the caves.

GROUP OF 20 -45 PAX
FD TOUR SAGUNTO & CAVES SAN JOSÉ
20-24 pax

25-29 pax

30-34 pax

35-39 pax

40-45 pax

on Saturday

109 €

99 €

94 €

89 €

85 €

on Sunday

114 €

103 €

97 €

92 €

88 €

Includes:
 Motor coach
 Guide
 Lunch
 Entrance tickets: Caves


REMARKS



Above prices are in Euros and valid for quoted dates



Quoted prices are based on the total number of requested services; Should there be
any variation or reduction the quotation will be revised accordingly
VERY IMPORTANT



These prices include current VAT should this tax change; prices would have to be revised
accordingly.



Please note that Government reserves the right to change prices for entrance fees without
previous notice.

